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the older thesis were quite obsolete and abandoned, would be 

precipitate and unwise. The conservative teaching is still very much 

alive, and is being ably represented and detended by such other 

European authorities as Fr. A. Messineo, S.J.. sociological expert 

on the staff of the Roman Jesuit organ, L a  C izn ltà  C a tto lica ^  and 

by Fr. E. Guerrero, S.J., editor of the Spanish Jesuit publication, 

H a tto n y F e .3 9 While the mention of these Spanish and Italian 

writers on Church and state may strike a neuralgic nerve some

where in the new school, we refer to them in the belief that there 

are others who can read Latins without tears.

38 Of his several articles in the course of 1950 and the first half o f 1951. 

we mention but two: “Democrazia e liberta religiosa,” L a C iv iltà C a tto lica , 

Cil, Vol. Π (April 21, 1951), 126-37; “Democrazia e laicismo dello Stato." 

L a  C iviltà  C a tto lica , CH, Vol. Il (June 16, 1951), 585-96.

39 Again we mention but two of many articles : '‘Las Conversaciones Cato- 

licas de San Sebastian,” R a sô n  y  F e , December, 1949, pp. 398-418 (see espe

cially pp. 412-16) ; “El Estado laico cotno ideal cristiano,” R a sco n y F e , 

November, 1950. pp. 341-54.

Let priests, therefore, who are bound by their office to procure 

the eternal salvation of the faithful, after they have themselves by dili

gent study perused the sacred pages and made them  their own by prayer 

and meditations, assiduously distribute the heavenly treasures of the 

divine word by sermons, homilies and exhortations; let them  confirm  the 

Christian doctrine by sentences from the Sacred Books and illustrate 

it by outstanding examples from sacred history and in particular from  

the Gospel of Christ Our Lord: and— avoiding with the greatest care 

those purely arbitrary and far-fetched adaptations, which are not a 

use but rather an abuse of the divine word— let them set forth all this 

with such eloquence, lucidity and clearness that the faithful may not 

only be moved and inflamed to reform  their lives, but may also conceive 

in their hearts the greatest veneration for the Sacred Scripture.

-— P o p e Pius XII in D iv in o  a ffla n te  S fflr itu , Sept 30, 1943 (R o m e a n d  
tk e S lu a y o j S cr ip tu re [St. Mehirad. Ind., 1946] 1. pp. 102 f.
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PROLONGED FASTING AND THERESA NEUMANN

The recent book by Miss Hilda Graef,1 arguing; strongly against 

the supernatural character of “the case of Theresa Neumann,” 

evoked widespread and lively comment. Some of the comment has 

been sharply opposed to Miss Graefs conclusions ; more of it has 

been in general agreement with her outlook. While it might seem  

that the case has. for the time being, reached a stage where nothing 

can be settled merely by further discussion, there i> at least one 

point that does merit consideration. Not only is it, in many respects, 

the crucial point in the particular case of Theresa Neumann; it is 

also a point which is of wider interest than her particular case and 

has more than a little apologetical significance. It is the question of 

prolonged complete fasting, sometimes technical!}· called in ed ia .

As is generally well known, it is claimed of Theresa Neumann 

that she has been living for years without eating or drinking. More 

exactly the claim is that since August, 1926, she has taken no 

nourishment of any kind, excepting only Holy Communion. From  

August. 1926. to September. 1927, she took no liquid other than a 

few drops of water after Communion to help her swallow the host, 

and since September, 1927, she is said to ii.r.e taker, tto v.ater ■ ■ 

liquid at all.

Questioning the supernatural character >?■:' Theresa's ‘a»:. M:.-- 

Graef proposes two main alternatives. The first is that the fast is 

nor even a reality. In defending this possibility, Miss Graef con

tends that it would not necessarily involve deliberate fraud on 

Theresa ’s part, that Theresa might be taking some nourishment 

while in a somnambulant state and therefore without herself being 

aware of it.: Miss Graef doe.-, nevertheless quote, presumably with 

approval. the opinion of another author that Theresa might be en

gaging in deliberate, though well-intentioned, fraud, a “pious

The other main alternative proposed by Miss Graef is that 

Theresa’s fast, even though real, is not beyond the powo-- »·

1 T h e  C a se o f T h eresa  N eu m a nn ( Westminster. Maryland  : The Newman 

Press.Hill ' ΜΐίτΙτβ ■ 
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nature.4 In support of this view, she appeals to the authority of 

Pope Benedict XIV, who expressed a similar judgment about long 

fasts in his famous work on beatification and canonization,5 and to 

the authority of the late Fr. Herbert Thurston, S .J .,®  a recognized 

expert in the fie ld  of mystical phenomena. Miss Graef mentions the 

main reason seeming to justify or even necessitate such a view— the 

fact that there have been some apparently well established cases of 

long complete fasts outside the Catholic Church.

Although Miss Graef, as far as can be judged, leans toward the 

former alternative, the unreality of Theresa Neumann's fast, it is 

the second alternative that concerns us more and that we would 

rather discuss first. This theory, that even the most prolonged and 

complete fast might be merely natural, has been cited with apparent 

approval by a number of the reviewers of T h e C a se o f T h eresa  

N eu m a n n . And, to come to the point, it is a theory that we think 

untenable and dangerous. Dangerous— not insofar as people might 

he tempted to try to put it into practice, with obvious disastrous 

results— but because of its bearing on the important question of the 

knowability of miracles.

If we admit that something so far above ordinary natural pro

cesses as a complete fast extending over months and years is never

theless not beyond the actual limits of the complete powers of 

nature, it is difficult to see how we can avoid the conclusion that a 

natural explanation is equally conceivable for a least a great in >ny 

other phenomena commonly accepted by the Church as miracles. 

That applies both to miracles related in Scripture and to "ecclesias

tical miracles,’’ for example those approved as evidence in canoni

zation cases. Certain types of miracle, of course, are of a radically 

different nature from s<.«mething like prolonged fasting, and a judg

ment about those types of miracle would not be seriously affected 

one way or the other by a jv.dgntent about the supernatural quality 

of prolonged fasting. The supernatural element in prophecy, for 

instance, and in other “intellectual” miracles, is of a quite differ

ent character from that present in a “physical" miracle like inedia. 

The supernatural element in some miracles can be seen and proved

M b id ., pp. 5 2 f.

s D e  b ea tifica tio n ?  e t ca n o n isa tio n ?  tm o n m  D a , Life. IV', Pars I, Cap. 27.

“  T h e  M o n th . Fdx. -March. 1 9 2 1  ; D ec ., 1 9 3 0 ; Feb., Sept., Oct. Wl; Nov, 

1 9 3 2 ; May. 1933, 
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on more purely philosophical grounds, whereas in regard to 

phenomena like prolonged fasting a judgment is necessarily based 

more on the laws of physical nature, whether as known by common 

experience or by physical science. But the fact remains that in a 

great many, probably the majority, of the types of events accepted 

hr the Church a.- miracles, the supernatural element is of practi

cally the same specie.', and detectable in basically the same way. as 

in prolonged fasting.

In all of these cases what is present and discernible that enables 

us to conclude to a miracle is the obvious gap between physical 

cause and physical effect. There is in each of these cases an evident 

disproportion between the sum total of natural physical powers or 

forces that could possibly7 be present and operating in the particular 

case under consideration, and, on the other hand, rite actua· < fri-cr. 

which clearly surpasses the effect known to be produced by those 

very' same forces when operating by themselves, unaided, in other 

instances. The prudetit observer realizes, of course, that he has to 

allow some leeway. He knows that if the apparent gap between the 

natural forces that he first judges to be present and the effect that 

actually takes place is only a small gap. the apparent discrepancy 

may very well be due to the presence of a little larger share ot the 

famous ’’unknown natural forces” than he had first judged from  

tie available indications. But he also knows that he can be sure 

trotn available indications that in a given instance the forces present 

2nd operating cannot be va s tly different from other instances in 

which the same indications are present, and that if. in spite of hav- 

;r>g the same indications and therefore also substantially the same 

tactors and force* present, there occurs a va s tly  different effect, the 

effect is beyond t ie power» < ’ nature. That ;s l?»w ""’th the rd.- 

■iary layman and the medic .1 expvt "i tl· · -· -T ’’matin-.;, 

any miraculous cure T'irt 1: u-.· -:r. Ή' .-up-r-ra ;·

agency is required frr .-u ' r.. :: a- "..d’rrg ■-n :· ’· -me : ■- 

’ake or instantly q;ii.-:i.· · / · ■ mpe-t. A;;d : e.-.: ’

of reasoning will both ordinary layman and ninety-nme oui ot 

Λ hundred scienti- ’.- i< · . e · ' · .: ■■v'-ij >· .< ’.■ ’-t '.· ■· '"* r re

f'ver a certain p<-r; 1! / · - b, y t.:e ".at"- 1 T w- -.::· · •. ’.r

possibility of a inr.:r..l ' · ■ ■.,· · · · · · ' ■ . ,">-i h v- ’3: A; ι'” ’ 

‘‘ ‘cd· ? ir the o:\r o - ■>■· ■: :· : :’v  ■- Ή· ’

Attirai ■. ause and .ι-· ι.ι: -ù · · : :·  <ι- ; ' r’ ! 1 r ~ ' ■'■ · 
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indeed in some cases is less so, than in the case of prolonged 

fasting  ?

As regards Benedict XIV ’, it hardly need be pointed out that his 

view- was in no way a final decision on this matter. It was a per

sonal opinion, which Benedict explicitly submitted to the judgment 

of the Congregation of Rites.* And it was an opinion that was 

much more plausible in Benedict’s time than it is today. In the eight

eenth century the reasons behind the necessity of food and drink 

for human life were not nearly so well understood  as they are now. 

One has only to read, in Benedict’s chapter on prolonged fasts, the 

various opinions proposed by the doctors whom  Benedict consulted, 

in order to see how vague and limited medical knowledge still was. 

at that time, concerning the precise purposes and functions of food 

and liquid taken into the human body. Some of the doctors sug

gested various natural explanations of the indefinite prolongation 

of human life without food or drink. As an example, we might 

mention one of the three explanations which Benedict ranked as 

the three most likely. According to this theory nourishment is  

necessary for man only in order to replace the elementary body

fluid (h u m o r ra d ica lis) which is constantly being consumed by the 

natural heat (ca lo r n a iivu s) of the body, and if the heat and the 

body-fluid are equal there is no consumption of the latter, and con

sequently no need of nourishment.®

We do not mean to ridicule the scientific knowledge and theories 

of those days <>r to suggest that the science of our own day has 

given us a complete and perfect picture of human physiology and 

nutrition. But we do sa}· that, whereas it was reasonable enough to 

hold the natural possibility of a prolonged complete fast in the light 

of rhe physiological knowledge of two centries ago, the same view  

is not tenable in the light of all the detailed and firmly established 

knowledge we have today regarding the functioning of the human 

body and the use and need of both food and water. The body, for 

instance, has to have a certain amount of energy for every single 

action it Performs, internally or externally. .And the whole constitu

tion of the body, the whole structure of the muscular system, of the 

nervous system, of the various organs, is such that these could not

~ “L't nostram tandem promamus sententiam, quam sacrae Congregationis 

judicio libenter subjicimus ...." ( lo c . c it., n. 14).

»ZO., η. IZ
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conceivably get and use the energy they need in any other way than 

by the assimilation anti oxidation of something at least essentials 

the same as ordinary, material, visible, organic food. It would be 

contrary to the whole nature of the human organism to suppose 

that the needed energy could be supplied by some invisible, direct 

operation of the soul, or by atomic energy, or cosmic rays, or in any 

other such way basically different from the normal way. To sup

pose that the human body could receive and use, for its entire re

quirements, energy provided in any such extraordinary way is t-> 

suppose a radical change in the very constitution of the body, a 

change which itself would simply involve a miracle in a different 

form.

That is only one part— and only a bare indication of that one 

part— of the entire line of argument. A more explicit prc-ematio:! 

of the argument would take too long to give here, and any attempt 

at it would only be deceivingly inadequate. We have treated the 

evidence at some length elsewhere and would refer an interested 

reader to that discussion? We repeat that, as we see it, the natum! 

possibility of a complete fast extending over months and years is 

irreconcilable, not just with present scier.ti.'ic theory, b w ’th 

thoroughly established facts of physiology in particular and p!.ys.c< 

science in general.

Since the gap or disproportion between natural cause an ; actual 

effect in prolonged fasting w.i> im: ac. ’.rly s· ·  > bvious if. Bcredi.’t 

time, he could more easily admit a natural explanation of this 

phenomenon without weakening t!:' ca.-e f-.-r r.rracx· ' it: <-’:i-m! 

But that is no longer so today. We were glad to note that Fr. Raul 

onvek, S.J., the author of mx-dter reeer.t w-.rk •■■n ibert-a >.ri- 

■•nann, agrees that Benedict's opini-m m: particular p· nt is no 

longer tenable.10

We might remark, parenthetically, that ae have here a good 

’ lece of ammunition for use against the c:.a.",'e that the progress 

■ : science has weakened the case for miracles. On the contrary, the 

■regress of science has strengthened the .-tse for mirac.es. T se  

progress of science, by giving us a constantly clearer picture of the

6  M ira cu lo u s A b stin en ce . T h e C a fke lic 1 ’ir itte rs ity a f A titeA a  S tu d ie s t*  

u -r.-d T h eo lo g y M o . 1 0 0  (W td m g t n ·’ '■ C.: T ’ .· Catholic Umv rs:ty ot 

•Wica Press, 1946).

■ '.'«e s tig m a tisée  d e  M s to u rs (P t  r i-  : ..·.* « ;· ." 19S0>. P· &  

mirac.es
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operations and limitations of the forces of nature, has enabled us 

to be more and more certain that a given phenomenon is beyond 

those natural limitations. The question of living without eating 

or drinking is a good example.

But what about the alleged cases of long fasts outside the 

Church? Incredible as these might seem at first mention, it must 

be admitted that they cannot be lightly brushed aside. There have 

been a number of such cases claimed and some of them in quite 

recent times. Just within the last four years there were two such 

reports, one of a girl living in China, who was believed to have 

gone without food during the previous nine years, and the other 

concerning a lady in India, reputedly living for more than thirty 

years without eating or drinking. It must also be admitted that the 

evidence in favor of some of these cases is not altogether unim

pressive.

Nevertheless, it can also be said that in none of these cases is the 

evidence of the kind that can be called conclusive. An examination 

of the proof available will show  that in every case there is room for 

reasonable suspicion of mistake or deception of some kind. There is 

added ground for suspicion when it is realized that in many known 

fradulent cases of extended fasting, the impostor had, before being 

unmasked, succeeded for a long time in convincing even some sup

posedly prudent persons of the reality of the fast. In one or two 

instances the supposed fasting person even managed to take some 

food or drink during a period of observation conducted— obviously 

not with very great care— to determine whether the fast was 

genuine. All things considered, it is not being overly skeptical ‘ 

hold that among the alleged natural cases of prolonged fasting, 

firth outside the Church and also within the Church in circum 

stance» strongly contraindicative of extraordinary mystical girt-, 

there has not been any one case which is beyond question, And in 

such cases, until there is conclusive evidence, certainly the prefer

able explanation is that the fast is not real.

But even if we had to grant that the fast were real in one or more 

of these cases, it would not follow immediately that it was natural. 

Mi’s Graef seems to hold that if such fasts take place outside the 

Church— and she believes they have— they must, by reason of tlut 

very fact drat they are outside the Church. be natural. And she 

declares that the case of Mollie Fancher “even if it were the only
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case of a complete fast outside the Church (which it is not) 

untenable the opinion that a complete fast carried on f 

must be of supernatural origin.”11 Very possibly Miss Gra 

agree that the argument does not follow quite that stri 

simply. It is true that the circumstance that in these alleged natural 

cases the subject was not a Catholic, even though perhaps de

voutly religious, or, conversely, was a Catholic but not 

ingiy religious, would in itself constitute a str·  · · ■■■< pre 

against the supernatural character of the fast. But it 

definitely exclude a supernatural character. The supernatu 

remains a possibility', especially since there are two ways 

that possibility might be realized. A supernatural origin 

fast does not necessarily mean a divine origin. It could be 

origin. Benedict XIV  allowed for the possibility of the de 

the main agent in some otherwist- inexplicable l 'î ’.g fasts. ( 

tiier, from an indirect remark sin :::Co-s, :li.;t Miss Graef i: 

of Benedict’s opinion in this particular regard.) It must in<t< 

granted that in most of the cases under consideration there is 

or no apparent sign of the devil having had a hand tn the 

just as there is likewise no apparent reason tor ex 

divine intervention in these same cases. But the mere tact th 

tan see no external evidence of. or reason for. either 

diabolic intervention does not altogether preclude sucii 

don. And it does seem to us that, supposing there has «  

fast outside the Church or carried on by a more or Icsj 

Catholic, rather than admit the possibility ot a merely 

explanation it would be more reasonable, indeed necessary, , 

that the explanation is supernatural, that the fast is ot eit“e ‘ c"a 

> r rniraculous origin, even though we can see no mrtne. 

Tf the devil’s agency or God ’s influence in the particular c<^e. 

seems to us to be simply a matter of maintaining that when some 

tiwig is, in itself, clearly supr"::s:i:-a'. :t must he supe.n -.ra · . 

spite of some apparent external indications to the conL3‘M - 

ai’. these contrary indications, in the type of case under ».on».t

are of the negative and inconclusive kind 

''«weighed by stronger reasons on the side 'l \ _ ’ j3 i 

Explanation. In other words, there can hardly be— saort 0 a ZV
/μ· auirlKr 

®vme revelation— anv altogether competing pro· , · ·

p. 52.



1 2  T h e  M o n th , Oct., 1934, p. 341.
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of diabolic or divine intevention in a particular case. And even if 

the subject of a prolonged complete fast himself denies absolutely 

that he is dependent for his power in any extraordinary way on 

God or any preternatural agency, we think it must be held that, if 

he does actually live without eating or drinking, he is dependent 

on some special supernatural intervention, regardless of what he 

himself thinks or says.

Naive as such a view might seem at first glance, it is no diderent 

from what Catholic theologians generally, or even universally, hold, 

and must logically hold, regarding other types of miraculous 

phenomena. We maintain that the sudden complete cure of an 

organic disease is beyond the powers of nature. Christian Scient

ists claim to have obtained such cures. We might question the 

reliability or accuracy of their accounts, but in accord with sound 

theology we admit the possibility of such cures among Christian 

Scientists, and at the same time we insist that if they do take place 

among Christian Scientists, they are supernatural, in spite of the 

fact that Christian Scientists themselves would deny that the cures 

are miraculous or supernatural in our sense of those terms. The 

same would apply, for example, to levitation, which we rightly 

maintain is supernatural, even though there have been some well 

attested cases of it outside the Church. To take still another ex

ample, if someone other than Christ were to come along and. un

mistakably, change a few loaves and fishes into food for a multi

tude, we would be convinced, and correctly, that his feat was super

natural. regardless of who he was or what his character or what 

he might say. And we must take the same view of anybody who 

proves that he can live without food or drink.

To repeat, we do not see how we can question the miraculous 

character of prolonged crmiplete fasts without undermining the 

knowability of miracles in general. We believe Fr. Thurston let the 

door open wide for all of our miracles to walk out and disappear 

when he asked in this connection, “Is it possible that in the course 

of a century or two the views now prevalent with regard to nutri

tion and metabolism may be revolutionized by discoveries as far- 

reaching in their consequences as those of Sir J. J. Thomson, 

Rutherford. Franck, and Hertz concerning the constitution vt 

matter?"1- If anyone can show how  we can allow  a natural explana-
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torn of prolonged fasting and still defend other miracles, such as 

miraculous cures, we will be happy to be shown.

Up to the present we have spoken of fasts of the most extra

ordinary type from  the standpoint of length, fasts of not just a few  

days or weeks, but of months and even years, fasts over an indefi

nite period. We have been dealing with the view of Benedict XIV  

and of Fr. Thurston, as endorsed by Miss Graef, and it is dear 

that what they uphold is the natural possibility of fasts of even such 

extreme length, of many years’ duration. Obviously, shorter fasts 

will be closer to, and even within, the bounds of natu'c : · ■ ·■ '· >·  

would maintain that a fast of a few days, even though complete. !- 

necessarily supernatural. The possible length of a merely natural 

fast will vary with a number of factors. A person can go longer 

without food than without water. And he will need both food and 

water much sooner if he is active during the fast than if he remains 

at rest : the length of the fast will be in close inverse relationship 

to the amount of activity. It ic °?,cy m accent nn a natural basis the 

well verified accounts of Hine· : •'G::- w ’.i ■. ir a -tt:e <· : Suspended 

animation,” go as long as a n · < · . ::w ■· .· -ix ν.· Ά>. v.i:h-

out food or water. By a type ■>' n. ’.:<m the i.ikir- pvt theri- 

:-e'ves in a trance in which t‘?.:r i ruit:::..< :i" '. rube :■.'■■■ 't ’ti<-d 

to such a minimum that they appear as though dead. In such a 

state the consumption of energ · . i i f » ή -· ,■,';· /· >,■. λ··' 'i- · rr.i y 

low, and consequently the subje.” will r< t t ■ v-r 

Mipply till after a comparatively lot g time. [ her.. · :■ r > ■ · . 

ir explaining how the fakirs can achi ve 'ht- <a:e ■ ' · ■■:· ■:« · ’

animation.’’ but, granting the stat· *, then·  >- r·  -. ■: · '.■· -

standing how they can go so .< ng without mol .· · .■.· ·

an entirely different tiling wl the fisting f.er-< :· e igvi-, ■.......-

the fast, in a considerable amount of activity.

Applying such considerations to Theresa Neumann, and m  

particular to the two weeks during which she was under constant 

observation, in July. 1927. it can ’ · ■■ th it. if the 'act- a; rri;.’od 

just of those two weeks are true. -’■· ■ ’.'.’■•■r· -iX fast B incubu; I? 

>”.pematural. During those two · .· G.· . ■ :e<-i -lep'. m ’.y a'»· »»· : a

total of four hours. She was up ;■· 1 · .- ■ ■-· :■*. g'i-.g !a’k ■rif! *' 

’'••church (with the nuns, who ,· ..· ·■*· '. a- ■ ■ >' *.-rve:s 

panymg her,). She could not. nattr *: « ’= 

Er two weeks without water. ?< w ivll

;v, d mat way

1 v-t' nut

1
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food for two weeks, especially in that state of activity, without 

losing weight. Yet the official records show that Theresa’s weight 

at the end of the two weeks was the same as at the beginning. This 

is all the more striking in view of the fact that Theresa did suffer 

temporary losses of weight during the two weeks, mainly from  the 

two stigmatic bleedings she underwent during that period. The 

loss one week was 3 .3 pounds, the other week, 8.8 pounds. The 

replacement of those losses of weight, unless done by some fraudu

lent means, is one additional overwhelming argument against a 

natural explanation of Theresa ’s fast.

If Theresa’s fast during those two weeks was genuine, then it 

was supernatural. And if she lived that way for two weeks, there 

would hardly be any reason to doubt the claim that she has lived 

that way since. And if the fast is genuine, that would constitute a 

strong presumption, at the least, in favor of the supernatural 

character of the stigmata and other extraordinary manifestations 

in Theresa ’s life.

Is the fast genuine? That is a question about which there is more 

room for difference of opinion and reservation of judgment We 

will admit frankly that we ourselves are not quite as convinced of 

the reality of Theresa ’s fast as we once were. At the same time, 

we do believe that the evidence in favor of the reality of the fast is 

stronger than Miss Graef allows, and the evidence against it not 

quite so strong as she makes it out to be.

Γη confirmation of the reality of the fast there is, for instance, 

the striking loss and recovery of weight during the two weeks’ 

examination. Miss Graef mentions this loss and recovery of weigh: 

but she seems nor to consider its bearing on the reliability of the 

examination and on the consequent reality of the fast. We stated  

above that, assuming this loss and recovery of weight was not ac

complished by some fraudulent method, it makes Theresa’s fast all 

the more obviously supernatural. But the point here is that this 

same recorded loss and recovery of weight is in itself an argument 

against the use of fraud. It is hard to believe that Theresa cmdd 

have deceived the observing sisters so badly as to have successfully 

feigned or effected, by natural means, a loss and restoration of over 

twelve pounds.

As Miss Graef frankly admits, ‘‘ah' biographers are unanimous
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in mentioning Theresa's, absolute truthfulness."13 Miss Graef 

points, however, to two instances in Theresa’s conduct which, she 

thinks, seem to belie this estimate of Theresa’s complete trust

worthiness. But, as Miss Graef heraelf grants at least in regard to 

one of the two instances, they were hardly of such a nature as to be 

considered serious evidence against a general habit of truthfulness. 

And when “all biographers,” including many who spent a good 

deal of time in Konnersreuth and came to know Theresa quite 

intimately, “are unanimous in mentioning Theresa’s absolute truth

fulness,” that testimony cannot be easily gainsaid.

There is another argument against the likelihood of deliberate 

fraud in the matter of fasting. If Theresa were looking for pub

licity, she could get it just by means of the other extraordinary 

g-’fts which she undoubtedly has. such as her stigmata and her 

unusual powers of knowledge. Whether these gifts be considered 

natural or supernatural, they are—at least to a large extent—un

questionably genuine, not just pretended or faked, and they alone 

would bring Theresa plenty of attention and fame, with'· · '.’. the 

added element of the fast. Why then should she risk her reputation, 

and her fame, by attempting to add to those real powers the mere 

pretense of another which might any day be exposed as false? Miss 

Graef quotes the suggestion made by Prof. Martini, that Theresa 

and her family might with misguided good intentions carry me 

pretense of the fast for fear of the harm that would be done, not 

only to their name, but to religion and the Church, if they were to 

admit their dishonesty. That is an interesting and not at all impos

sible explanation of the continuance of the fraud, if fraud it be. 

But it hardly explains why the fraud was started.

Acknowledging, to some extent, the evidence against deliberate 

dishonesty in the case. Miss Graef suggests the possibility thaï 

Theresa might take food “in her trance state without having the 

■foast recollect:· · η n iur waking state >’i having tPOe >f · · 

make this th-.ory ,-u rrwl·  ,t :n· re ρΙ· -.· :>· ."-I*· . Mi— '.rr-.vf o. 

that Theresa mav n t.l ?■::!;.· a -.<■■.■ .-:i:-.::e ■-r· · ‘ ·Χί

fast "wiil in ai.’ : 1 Aii · · . •.’η· ·’< ■ ■ :;· ■· w ' a'- dy'’’ ·

B” . Siwek adv'.u ■· ■■ ; · .'

Miss Graef don· - ·’ ‘ · · ’- d,.- · ι-.· .· ’

ΙΙ®ΙΙ(®ΪΙΙΙΙΙί ΙΙΙ1· ®1Ι^ ^ Β®^ ^ ΜΟΜβί ^ Β

ί
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by the “little” food which they say Theresa might take while in a 

sort of somnambulant state. But whatever they might intend, it 

must be insisted that the amount of food, and of water, necessary 

for a person of Theresa’s size and activity cannot, naturally speak

ing, be below a certain minimum. The same natural laws which 

demand food and water at all for the continuation of human life, 

demand a definite and rather substantial amount of food and water. 

It can easily be calculated that a person of Theresa's weight and 

degree of activity could no more get along, naturally, on a few  

ounces of food a day than she could on none ; she would require at 

least a pound of food just to provide the energy she consumes. Is 

it credible that Theresa might get that amount of food, day after 

day, not only without herself being aware of it, but, as Miss Graef 

supposes, without even her family being aware of it? It seems to 

us that the simple reality of Theresa's fast is a good deal more 

credible than such an hypothesis. Moreover, this hypothesis of 

eating or drinking in a trance could not apply, and Miss Graef 

admits it could not apply, to the period of two weeks’ examination, 

during which Theresa was, at every moment, under the direct 

observation of the sisters. And, once again, if Theresa did not eat 

or drink during  those two weeks, her fast was, and is, supernatural.

It must be confessed, however, that one argument against the 

reality of Theresa’s fast, emphasized by Miss Graef in company 

with other authors, cannot easily be dismissed. That is the refusal 

of a second examination. Theresa says she herself is willing to be 

examined again. But her father is opposed to it. and Theresa be

lieves— in fact, she says Our Lord has told her— that in this matter 

she should obey her father’s wishes. Much has been said by 

Theresa ’s advocates in defense of her stand in this regard and in 

defense of her father’s position. Her father himself says that he was 

assured that one examination would be sufficient ; he says he agreed 

to the first one on that condition, that there would not be another. 

He also claims he has reason to fear what doctors might do to 

Theresa in another examination, in view of the statements some 

doctors have made, even to him directly. And he also argues that 

if there were a second examination, some people would want a 

third, and there would never be an end of the demand. It occurs to 

us that Mr. Neumann might also argue, with some good reason, 

that a second examination would likewise mean little to tho^e who

Illi»
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=ay that even if Theresa does live without eating and drinking.

this may be just natural.

We ourselves had the opportunity of discussing the matter with

Mr. Neumann, one day in 1948. We added our appeal, for what

ever weight it might carry, to that of a German physican who was 

in Konnersreuth at the same time, mainly for the very purpose of 

exploring once again the possibility of inducing Theresa and her 

father to allow an examination outside her home, in a Catholic 

hospital. And we could not help being impressed by the apparent 

sincerity of the good old man ’s objections.

Nevertheless it can hardly be denied that the reasons presented 

by Theresa and her father for refusing another examination are 

not completely satisfying in view of the serious and public nature 

of the matter and the undoubted advantage that would derive from  

certifying Theresa’s fast under circumstances still more unobjec

tionable than in the first examination.17 An examination somewhere 

other than in the Neumann home and under otherwise more strin

gent conditions would be all the more convincing and is a reason

able request. Particularly is it difficult to be content with the 

reasons given for refusing another examination when the request 

for it comes from the whole Bavarian episcopate and even from  the 

Sacred Congregation of the Holy Office. It seems dear that 

Theresa’s o w n bishop, the Bis' ' T ■_■ ' ’' Li ’ t’-s

17 It must also be admitted that the rc? tit.· , of the ur.ne ar.a'y>cs ""·νΛ 

during and immediately after the exam.raiiu: it· 1Ή7 for-is’: :.n argument 

against the certainty of the fast. Tv.·  » aralv-.e- tnadc curine r>c examinat: -η , ;

both showed strong traces of acet< ι λ ' ■■

But an analysis made two days aft, 1 . - 1 ’ '

traces of acetone, and an analysis j · . < \ . - - . ■ ■ 1 a

all of acetone. The two latter araiy^es are ad weed as evidence acaicft . , ,

Theresa ’s fasting. Although these revolts are :i>n absolutely mcomt-ito-.e · , ,

with a total and therefore supernatural fast Ικ-th during ami after · · e ' ί

examination, their physiological sig , - „::·>· n *■’

sized as valid ground for suspicion

”  Quoted by Miss Graef, <>/· . eft - ■ - . ‘ · ■»’· c.‘. tar dir I -,se i

X e-jcm b u rg . Dr. Max Jordan has · 1 1 fit i : "<■ a -tatiirc.t 

Regensburg Chancery giving some : ,.-t c i -iqr> ai t>‘ rl ’r’-a· ·

refusal as casting some doubt · 

this state of affairs, the eccleriaÆcTi authorities cat; take no re

sponsibility for the reality of Ute alleged inedia.”15 And since that
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appears to be the most authoritative statement the Church has 

made on the matter up to the present, a similar reservation of judg

ment would also appear to be the most prudent course for us. 

Meanwhile we can hope that some change of mind or turn of events 

in the Neumann family will open the way to a second examination, 

which should serve to settle the matter one way or the other.

One way or the other. For there are only two possibilities. 

Theresa ’s fast is either genuine, in which case it is supernatural, or 

it is an outright and deliberate fraud. The hypothesis of uncon

scious fraud seems to us altogether untenable. The hypothesis of a 

genuine but purely natural prolonged fast is also, we believe, defi

nitely untenable. That is the one point in the matter that is most 

certain, and that we have thought most deserving of emphasis, 

that if Theresa does live without eating or drinking her life is a 

continuous miracle. As to whether she actually' does live that way, 

we think the evidence— aside from, and in spite of, the refusal of an

other examination— is in favor of the reality ’ of the abstinence. But 

we would not stake our life on it : nor our faith.

Th o m a s Pa t e r

M o u n t S a in t M a ry o f th e W est

N o rw o o d , O h io

toward another examination. -'Ct. C -u r S u n d a y t- 'is ifc r , News Section, June 

17, 1951.) But it is to be noted that this statement was made in November, 

1937, whereas the pronouncement of the Bishop of Regensburg, quoted above, 

was made December 10, 1 9 3 7 .

y'<:

F r e e d o m  o f  t h e  Ch c r c h

V/hat torrents of benefits would he showered on the world: what 

fight, order, what peace would accrue to social life ; what unique and

■ e^ ^ ^ M^ Biîi precious energies would contribute to the Church, teacher of justice 

and love, that liberty of action to which, in virtue of the Divine

Ba ®K

Mandate, she has a sacred and indisputable right! What calamities 

couid be averted, what happiness and tranquillity assured, if the social 

and international forces working to establish peace would let tk?"’- 

K-’ves be permeated by the deep lessons of the Gospel of Love in their 

struggle against individual or collective egoism  !

— Pope Pius XII in S u m m i p o n tifica tu s , Oct. 20, 1939
(NOW  C translation, pj>. 38 f. 1
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Pa r t  II

IV. THE DISCUSSION OF DOCTRINE

a

In  his letter to the bishops assembling for the Council of Chalce

don in the fail of 451 A.D., with which Pope Leo had armed his 

legates, the Pontiff had explicitly cautioned the gathering against 

any discussion of doctrine that might lead to a new formula of 

faith. Assuring the prelates that despite his absence, he was still 

presiding over the assembly “in the person of my brethren . ,. who 

have been sent to you by this Apostolic See... [and in whom] I 

cease not to preach the Catholic faith,'’ the Pope informed them  

that he regarded the dogmatic question completely determined by 

:i- 'L.me to Flavian. li< !<-'frr.-I it a-> "f d<-cun:.nt whi-h 

had sent to Bishop Flavian of blessed memory, and in which 

■· .-.:· ιre set forth what L t . rA  \ \i::c :.cer; :ig ‘‘te m- .<ery

i: ’ :· . incantation of ■ ■:· ■ I.. ■<, '■ ch-i<." F .lb the ί’· ':”:ιϊ 

exhorted the assembly to adhere strictly to the canons of the first 

C of Ephesus, h ■'>! · ; \ ?. 4.:1. 1 -t ry dr .-.ri' · .' m asi-

■· · awakened in L ■ · ■.,■· · - .■·’ n r V< \andr e C. Uitology,

■■ar that the anti.· ?, r..·  ! r.:.r of 1 1 ·::; cl: ■' might in

y be misjudged .t- t er:-’ '\-:n ■ /: S t. C y  

■rtunately, this letter was not read to t 

e sixteenth sess· ! ·

>n of the faith had been 

. >’s sentiments \ . 

<=:n into account .A · ’ .

0'
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J th

ur.:..'

defin:

«ver.

been

ses=i.,i!ÿ when they flatl  y r 

despite :he Imperial ■: " 

declarations.2 3

2Leo. 93: JK , 4 7 3 (Tv .--r . :er........ J ’

1198. 2nd ed., Ari f _ ’S”  
Edited in Greek by E. Sc γλ . -r . λ > 

U  I. 31 f.

3^C 0 , II, 1 , 4 4 2 ff.

’ I he bishops protested sevjril .in ■ ".'’e ' ' 

fefth since it is contrary 1 1 t; _■ >. ..· *η:>, th "-a 

adhered to." Cf. A C O . II. I ll, 2 5 9  ff.
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